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EP MISSION & VISION

MISSION
To help people build a better world by providing hydrocarbons cost effectively, reliably and safely without harming the environment.

VISION
We will be a business that is recognised as delivering **superior profitability** and **value growth** from a continuously improving portfolio.

We will achieve and maintain an outstanding **reputation** for **sustainable development**, balancing economic, social and environmental responsibilities.

We will value **diversity** and offer our people a **challenging, and rewarding working environment**, with the opportunity for self-development; thereby capturing the business advantages of a **motivated and high-quality workforce**.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Further Business Improvements during 2000....

Building on the key learnings from 1998, EP has made significant progress in tackling key thrusts of Capital Discipline, Portfolio Management and Cost Leadership.

- **Capital Discipline**, through global competition for funding via the Capital Allocation process is now fully established and supported throughout the EP community. The discipline displayed by our OUs is supported by a more efficient global business planning process.

- **Portfolio Upgrading** has been effected through both divestments and acquisitions. Underperforming assets have been divested in the US, UK, and Australia, and risks have been mitigated through selective dilution of interest in key areas. The portfolio has been further strengthened by the addition of high-potential exploration acreage in Brazil and the Caspian, and acquiring a majority interest in Sakhalin.

- **Cost Leadership** has been embraced by the EP community with the sharing of best practices soon to be facilitated by online benchmarking.

These thrusts are supported by the establishment of **Global Exploration**, a strong emphasis on **people skills and diversity**, and the business foundations of **HSE, Sustainable Development, Reputation Management** and **Technology**.

However, we are not complacent.....

Our established processes for "making the most of what we have" will be accelerated through our 'Realising the Limit' procurement initiatives, and accelerated technology deployment, which are already delivering substantial business benefits.

Critical to the delivery of the EP Plan is our success in "getting new business" by accessing the most attractive greenfield and brownfield opportunities in an increasingly competitive business environment. This is reflected in the increased emphasis which EP has placed on "Volume 0: Options Discussion with CMD" which analyses in detail the 39 high quality opportunities which have been identified.

Success in the traditional EP business will be complemented through "breaking new ground" in commercialising key technologies, and exploiting the potential of eBusiness.

The **2000 EP Business Plan** comprises

- the **Foundation Plan**, which meets agreed Ground Rules of 15% ROACE and $2.4 bn Net Cash to Shareholder,
- **Strategic Options** which are summarised in Appendix A2, and included on a risked basis, and
- the "**Christian**" acquisition (excluding dilutions which may be required by the NZ Commerce Commission).

The 2000 EP Business Plan has the following key characteristics:

- **Capex**: $8 bn in 2001 and $7 bn thereafter.
- **Expex**: constant at $1.3 bn per annum throughout the Plan period.
- **ROACE**: 14.7% in 2001, increasing to 17.4% by 2005.
- **Net Cash to Shareholder**, Intrinsic Shareholder Return and gearing Ground Rules will be met under all oil price scenarios.
- **Average production growth over the Plan period** is 6% for oil and 8% for gas (7% growth in boe production).

Planned investment levels provide ExCom flexibility to holdback $1 bn ($0.8 bn Production Capex, $0.2 bn Expex) until Q1, 2001 results are in hand. Release of such funds will be dependent upon the impact of coded projects, and the outlook for oil prices during the remainder of 2001.

Production levels are quoted at $14/bbl. In the event of $26/bbl throughout 2001, production will be reduced by ca. 70 kbd and 4.5 mrd Sm3yr due to lower PSC entitlements.

---

![EP Business Plan Investment Levels](image-url)
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (Continued)

**Key Annunice - 2000 EP Business Plan**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>00LE</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>02</th>
<th>03</th>
<th>04</th>
<th>05</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>314/bbl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production capex</td>
<td>$mln</td>
<td>4,662</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>7,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expex</td>
<td>$mln</td>
<td>1,330</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opex (GA)</td>
<td>$mln</td>
<td>3,130</td>
<td>3,165</td>
<td>3,155</td>
<td>3,120</td>
<td>3,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil &amp; NGL</td>
<td>klyd</td>
<td>2,267</td>
<td>2,265</td>
<td>2,450</td>
<td>2,654</td>
<td>2,859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Production</td>
<td>mrd sm3/yr</td>
<td>86.0</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>103.4</td>
<td>110.0</td>
<td>117.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>kboeld</td>
<td>3,702</td>
<td>3,877</td>
<td>4,177</td>
<td>4,490</td>
<td>4,825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIAT</td>
<td>$mln</td>
<td>8,856</td>
<td>3,268</td>
<td>3,960</td>
<td>4,170</td>
<td>4,573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YE Capital Employed</td>
<td>$mln</td>
<td>24,137</td>
<td>27,205</td>
<td>29,615</td>
<td>31,527</td>
<td>33,576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROACE</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Opex (GA)</td>
<td>$/boe</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net cash to shareholder</td>
<td>$mln</td>
<td>8,500</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>2,400</td>
<td>2,464</td>
<td>3,183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Includes "Christian" dilutions which may be required by NZ Commerce Commission.

**EP Business Plan - Oil/Gas Production**

- Options (Risked) + Christian
- Divested Production

**EP Business Plan - Gas Production**

- Options (Risked)
- Foundation

---
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1. EP BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

Macroeconomic Outlook
Expectations of economic growth remain uncertain, notably in relation to a possible US stock market correction. Premises are consequently based on a conservative growth assumption of 3.5% for 2001-2002, increasing over 4.0% beyond 2002.

Global Oil Supply and Demand
2000 oil demand growth is expected to be 1.3% with demand suppressed due to high oil prices, and a mild winter. Beyond 2000, world demand is expected to increase 1.5-1.9 million b/d each year, a growth rate of 2%.

Higher oil prices have led to an increase in non-OPEC supply which has increased by 1.2 million b/d in 2000. Over the Plan period, non-OPEC production is expected to continue to grow by 750,000 b/d each year (outside the CIS), with contribution from the CIS strongly dependent upon economic stability.

Following recent OPEC quota increases, a supply surplus is expected in 2001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPEC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quota at start of year excluding</td>
<td>$25.9</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude ex-Iraq</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEC and Cond</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-OPEC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Liquids</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losses and Process Gain</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Supply</td>
<td></td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stock Reduction(Bzl/yr)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total World Demand</td>
<td></td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oil Prices
With stocks remaining low, oil prices have rebounded sharply since March 1999, with Brent prices averaging $26.5/bbl in the first half of 2000, and over $30/bbl in September. Following high seasonal demand in Q4, 2000, a small supply surplus is expected to develop in 2001, resulting in a gradual stock increase and weakening prices. Prices may fall rapidly towards $19-$20/bbl to encourage stock building if OPEC does not adjust quotas.

In the longer term, it is expected that prices of $13-$17/bbl will allow OPEC and non-OPEC to retain their respective market shares by limiting growth in non-OPEC production and promoting high demand growth. Higher prices will cause OPEC production to stagnate or even fall, a situation which is unlikely to be tolerated.

Consequently, EP will retain a midpoint for screening of $14/bbl MOD Brent, whilst remaining vigilant to a possible fall towards $10/bbl, and identifying short-term projects which are highly profitable at $18/bbl.

Gas Prices
- Current European prices are closely linked to oil. Uncertainties are high in the EU where fundamental changes are likely to occur within the next 10 years. Demand growth can be largely met by existing long-term contracts through to 2007.
- In North America, gas prices are decoupled from oil. Current high demand and supply shortages have driven gas prices over $5/Mscf, close to the price of oil, a substitute fuel.
- The need to increase supply from more difficult and remote basins is driving prices higher. Access to well positioned new gas resources will be a key component of competitive advantage and sustained financial performance in this market.
- In Central and South Asia, uncommitted demand exists, but this region remains a buyers’ market with many potential supply options competing and applying downward pressure on prices.
- In the Far East, gradual market liberalisation and a "backlog" of competing LNG projects is forcing increased price competition in Asian markets where adequate supplies of new LNG and pipeline gas are expected to be available at around $3.0/MMBtu through 2010.
2. COMPETITIVE POSITION

Increasing Industry Competition
Shell EP competes for business opportunities with three distinct types of companies:

- **Super-Majors**
  A clear gap exists between the three super majors ExxonMobil, Shell, BP (production > 3 mln boed) and the rest of the industry. For these companies, a large number of projects are required to sustain value. Shell EP will be increasingly competing with these players for prime, high-volume, growth opportunities in deepwater, MRH, CIS and Caspian.

- **Aggressive "Niche" Independents**
  Independents such as Apache, Newfield and Anadarko, focusing on such areas as greenfield exploration, and ‘end-game’ production from mature assets provide strong competition for medium scale opportunities. There may also be significant opportunities for synergy with such players in e.g. placement of divestment assets.

- **The New Breed**
  A new breed of pipeline, utility and power generation companies are increasingly moving into EP, and competing for integrated gas opportunities.

Industry Investment Levels and Growth Plans
Oil production from the 6 majors has grown in line with oil demand over the period 1993-1999. The same companies collectively promise 4-5% production growth per annum over the Plan period, against a backdrop of a 2% demand growth projection. All majors apply similar growth strategies: all claim to lead in deepwater technology and all chase the same growth opportunities in the MRH, Caspian, CIS etc. It is unlikely that the aggregate forecast production can be achieved through organic growth, and further consolidation of the industry is likely.

In response to the growth challenge, investment levels are broadly higher than in recent years. Our investment of $8.3 bln in 2001 is expected to be exceeded significantly by Exxon-Mobil.

As the FT has recently commented, “the bell has rung in the fight for supremacy between the three heavyweights that now top the oil industry - ExxonMobil, Royal Dutch/Shell, and BP". To win this fight, Shell EP must build on the progress of 1999 and 2000 to deliver best-in-class performance in 2001 and beyond.
2. COMPETITIVE POSITION (continued)

Comparative Performance

The Competitive Intelligence (CI) group in Shell EP uses the respected Prudential (formerly Schroders) benchmarking to assess Shell comparative performance. On the basis of 9 measured parameters, Shell EP has improved to third overall behind Conoco and BP. CI has selected 4 key parameters to monitor our performance over time:

- **Finding and Development Costs**
  Shell EP is seen as best-in-class in the industry due to the positive impact of revisions and inclusion of non-conventional hydrocarbons (as done by Exxon for years). Our success reflects our expertise in field development and masks recent concerns on exploration delivery. Shell is also more conservative when booking reserves than some competitors, notably BP.

- **Adjusted Production Costs**
  Shell EP is seen as the leader in Unit Adjusted Production Costs, with the impact of SCL global discipline demonstrated in 1999 figures.

- **Production Replacement**
  All EP majors attempt to maintain 100% reserves replacement. Only BP replaces 100% through the drill bit (although the contribution of revisions is much smaller in their case). Shell’s strong position is influenced by buyback contracts and the inclusion of mining reserves.

- **Adjusted Production Income**
  In 1998, Shell’s production income was relatively buffered from the low oil price. At higher prices, we are outperformed by the competition. Regional and/or global fiscal terms appear not to allow the full translation of our cost improvements into income advantage.

Competitive Fitness

In an increasingly dynamic and competitive business world, the ability of a company to exploit the knowledge base of the staff in their organisation is seen as critical. An INSEAD survey of “Competitive Fitness” based on measures such as corporate culture, mission & vision, innovation, planning and competitive intelligence indicates that Shell has been dropped from the benchmarking of world-class companies. This is coupled with concerns over staff morale highlighted in the 1999 Global People Survey.

Shell EP fully recognises these concerns and actions are ongoing to ensure that our belief that people are our key asset is reflected throughout all levels of the organisation.

---

**Major Oil Companies - EP Ranking 1995-1999**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Conoco</td>
<td>Conoco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillips</td>
<td>BP</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>BP Amoco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conoco</td>
<td>Amoco</td>
<td>Conoco</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Shell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exxon</td>
<td>Texaco</td>
<td>Amoco</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
<td>Chevron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texaco</td>
<td>Conoco</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>BP Amoco</td>
<td>Exxon/Mobil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amoco</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Arco</td>
<td>Marathon</td>
<td>Texaco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobil</td>
<td>Conoco</td>
<td>Marathon</td>
<td>Texaco</td>
<td>Amerada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amerada</td>
<td>Shell</td>
<td>Texaco</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
<td>Elf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marathon</td>
<td>Marathon</td>
<td>Texaco</td>
<td>Amerada</td>
<td>Arco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arco</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
<td>Arco</td>
<td>Marathon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unocal</td>
<td>Arco</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
<td>Mobil</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMG</td>
<td>Mobil</td>
<td>Mobil</td>
<td>Elf</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elf</td>
<td>Amerada</td>
<td>Amerada</td>
<td>Phillips</td>
<td>Unocal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Companies merged or acquired

*Source: Prudential, August 2000*

**1999 - Shell’s Relative Performance**

- **Finding & Development Cost**
- **Adj Production Cost**
- **Production Replacement**
- **Adjusted Production Income**

WORST IN CLASS  | MIDDLE OF THE PACK  | BEST IN CLASS
3. OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIES & CHALLENGES

Objective
EP's basic objective is to achieve superior profitability and increase shareholder value in a sustainable manner. This requires:
- Short-term profitability: EP delivers Net Cash to Shareholder and ROACE in line with our Ground Rules.
- Long-term business growth: EP has adopted Independent Financial Management (IFM) and is working towards maximising value, as measured by Intrinsic Business Return, within the short-term profitability requirements.

Strategic Overview
Our strategic direction is articulated in terms of three areas:
- Making the most of what we have - excellence in performance
- Getting new business - conventional growth / replenishment
- Breaking new ground - new business opportunities, new business designs

Whilst we have investigated new Business Designs, EP's strategy assumes that the predominant model for value generation will continue to be the traditional JV model, and that EP's primary design is the Traditional operator business design. Further details are available in Volume 0.

Business Risk
In response to the Turnbull Report, requiring all public companies listed on the London Stock Exchange to disclose internal controls for the management of principal company risks, EP OUs have summarised their key risks in their Business Plan submissions.

The EP Risk Profile (shown below) is reviewed on a quarterly basis. Critical risks, which are defined as those which place the entire business entity at risk, are each continuously monitored and risk-reduction plans are being developed.

This formal process of risk management will be further embedded in EP throughout 2000/2001.

2000 EP Business Plan

23 October 2000
### 3. OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIC & CHALLENGES (continued)

#### Most Confidential

**The 6 Strategic Themes**

High-level strategic directions are discussed in Volume 0 of the Business Plan. We translate these high-level strategies into six Strategic Themes.

Determined efforts are ongoing to grow new business in **Major ResourceHolding** countries such as Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Libya and Kuwait. Competition is intense, however, and the returns are likely to be moderate and relatively insensitive to oil price. Nevertheless, MRH countries could provide a steady and long-term stream of income and provide a counterbalance for more oil price sensitive undertakings such as Deepwater projects.

**Gas strategies** for each of the targeted markets are determined by the state of market liberalisation, maturity and saturation level of the market.

We would like to retain our strong competitive position in **Deepwater** by focusing on a limited number of material (Gulf of Mexico, Nigeria, Brazil and Angola) and emerging (Egypt, Trinidad, Morocco) basins. In addition we will try to leverage Shell Deepwater Services (SDS) capabilities in novel ways.

**Nigeria** has been raised to “theme” level to provide extra focus. The main challenges will be to restore onshore production levels to capacity, to balance onshore developments with growth offshore, to develop the local communities and to gain new licences.

**Caspian/CIS Oil** has been kept on as a theme. The name of the game here is to mature and pursue our options. A very large discovery has been made by OKIOC on the Kashagan prospect in the Northern part of the Caspian Sea. The Inam farm-in in Azerbaijan may provide a platform for growth in the Caspian region. The anticipated PSA and Crude Transportation agreements for Salym will open the road for further developments such as Komsomol.

A sixth theme, **Unconventional Resources**, encompasses EP diversification into Oil Sands, and new options which could render economic significant volumes of unconventional hydrocarbons. EP is also looking at novel geothermal power options (Hot Fractured Rocks).

Key objectives, strategies and activities in each of these themes are summarised in section 10 of this document.

#### Low Cost MRH Oil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Low Cost MRH Oil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Actively build relationships</td>
<td>- Big Gulf Oil actively pursue Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pursue synergies with GIP, OIP</td>
<td>- Libya actively pursue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Gas: a resource risk supplier, balanced market (all by 2005)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EP</th>
<th>Low Cost MRH Oil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Market driven regional strategies</td>
<td>- Big Gulf Oil actively pursue Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Upgrade portfolio, pursue new gas sources with focus on optimised cost of supply curve position and near term market</td>
<td>- Libya actively pursue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- First mover advantage critical to secure &quot;new&quot; markets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### EP: To create a portfolio of businesses roughly double the size of the existing portfolio by 2010

- GDP becomes GTL leader, retain first mover advantage
- LNG maintains position in LNG through cost leadership
- Power becomes a significant player
- Midstream unlock significant upstream value
- Coal Gas monetise technology through selective investments
- M & T obsessive focus on customer needs
- Residential preferred multi-product/service company

#### Deepwater Oil & Gas

- GOM pursue near term opportunities, find new big plays
- Nigeria: develop existing discoveries, define strong position
- Brazil: aggressively pursue
- Angola: make or break (establish infrastructure corridor)
- Emerging Egypt, Trinidad, Morocco.

#### Nigeria

- Onshore restore production to capacity level
- Nigeria manage K-TH-EIA projects
- Deepwater: develop exploration strategy, project
- Ultra Deep: secure access to new stream
- SNEPCO: divide

#### Caspian/CIS Oil

- Mature and pursue strategic options
- OKIOC evaluation economics
- Azerbaijan grow bridgehead
- Russia pursue Salym and Komsomol

---
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3. OBJECTIVES, STRATEGIC & CHALLENGES (continued)

EP strategies are supported by a continuous track-record of innovation. All of the innovations listed here have been introduced over the past couple of years.

Whilst ‘making the most of what we have’ is characterised by continuous business improvement initiatives, ‘Getting new business’ is driven by the Aspired Portfolio and ‘Breaking new ground’ is technology dominated.

**Making the most of what we have**

Specific Examples:
- Realising the Limit
- (e)-Procurement
- Too Fast To Follow
- Capital Allocation
- Portfolio Management

**Getting new business**

- Saudi, Iran, Libya
- Sakhalin
- China
- North American gas
- Mexico

**Breaking new ground**

- Technology Ventures
- Eureka
- Hot fractured Rocks
- FLNG
- SMDS

Cross Cutting Enablers:

**People:** New Ways of Working, Global Staff Pool, LEAP

**Global Deepwater Services, Exploration FRD, Regional Clustering**

**Planning Process:** Risk & value based option evaluation

**Gamechanger, Turbo, R&D:** 20% committed to Revolutionary

**Value Creation Teams:** Diversity, e-Business

**Sustainable development, emission permit trading**
4. 2000 EP BUSINESS PLAN

4.1 EXPLORATION

Shell EP has consistently been rated highly by external analysts on the key measures which reflect exploration success - Unit Finding and Development Cost, and Reserves Replacement Ratio. However, both measures are positively influenced by significant field revisions, and mask recent years of under delivery from exploration.

In response to the FRD "Exploration in the New Millennium", Shell EP has introduced the position of Head of Global Exploration, and a Global Exploration Forum to advise on management of the global exploration portfolio, and establish a strategic framework for exploration.

A number of advances have already been made. Mandatory peer reviews result in a greater degree of challenge to proposed programmes, and ensure higher levels of consistency. The Global Exploration Forum facilitated the exploration Capital Allocation process, aimed at optimisation of the programme based on three criteria:

- Project Attractiveness: Ranking based on economic attractiveness and strategic imperative
- Option Value: Portfolio considerations not specifically addressed by the attractiveness (e.g. Play-opening potential)
- Exploration Performance: Track record of delivery of SFR and reserves against predictions.

Global Exploration objectives and strategies presented here are preliminary and will be further refined during 2000 and 2001.

Global Exploration Objectives

To maximise short-term value creation from selective ('Designer') exploration in mature basins, whilst making material discoveries in new and emerging basins for the medium and long term.

- To be equity owner in at least 2 material (>500 mln boe SFR, 100%) discoveries each year.
- To add at least 1.0 bin boe expectation SFR per year, at a finding cost of less than $1.0/boe.
- To achieve a Unit Finding Cost of < $2.0/boe (Proved Reserves) in 2001, dropping to < $1.5/boe in later Plan years (3-yr rolling average).

Most Confidential

Exploration Strategies

- Protection
  Explore at minimum cost in mature plays if it is demonstrable that stopping exploration places existing or future revenue from production operations under threat (e.g. BSP, Syria, SPDC).
- Near-Field
  Explore near existing infrastructure only if the exploration activity is expected to add NIAT within 6-24 months (e.g. UK, Malaysia).
- New Oil Hubs
  Explore for new oil in mature plays only if FID is within the Plan period.
- Gas
  Explore for gas where a significant supply/demand gap exists, or is projected in the Plan period, and where Shell is well-placed to secure this market (e.g. USA, Netherlands).
- New Frontiers
  Explore for material new oil frontiers with potential Shell-share production > 100 kb/d before 2010 (e.g. Angola, Brazil, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan).

Clustering of Resources

- To develop and maintain key exploration organisational capabilities, Centres of Excellence (Clusters) with critical mass to promote organisational learning, will be established.
- Benefits of clustering relate to:
  - Organisational Capabilities: Technology penetration, regional geology, learning & development, staff skills, flexible deployment and critical mass
  - Portfolio Management: Aligning activities with strategies, active regional/thematic portfolio management
  - Improvements in performance due to enhanced organisational capability, coupled with increased efficiency will positively impact all key externally benchmarked metrics.
  - Whilst clustering of capabilities is in place for Deepwater, and is proceeding in Europe, a number of difficult political issues will need to be overcome before all clusters are in-place end-2001. Not least will be the need to fully address the impact on local staff in countries which are not cluster centres.
4. 2000 EP BUSINESS PLAN (continued)

Exploration & Appraisal Activities 2001

Exploration expenditure in 2001 amounts to $1.3 bln, and comprises the following key elements:

- **OU Base Programme $1.0 bln**
  
The Capital Allocation process resulted in the funding of high-ranking exploration activities in 37 countries. Expenditure on new portfolio elements (underlined in the chart opposite) totals $0.2 bln. Drilling activity will continue in Brazil and Angola, and a second well will be drilled in Azerbaijan. Evaluation of the giant Kashagan discovery in Kazakhstan will continue. Newly acquired acreage will also be explored in Nigeria deepwater, Egypt, and Morocco. A total of 99 exploration wells will be drilled in 2001. Within Shell's traditional portfolio, 8 wells will be drilled in the Gulf of Mexico and 17 wells in Oman. Exploration in the UK, Brunei and Malaysia will focus on near-field exploration delivering short-term production. Shell OUs will participate in the acquisition of 25,000 km² of 3D seismic and 50,000 km of 2D seismic. Additional activities to be undertaken following the "Christian" acquisition are yet to be incorporated.

- **ExCom Flexibility $0.2 bln**
  
As opportunities materialise and mature over the course of 2001, additional exploration funds may be required. The 2000 EP Business Plan consequently contains a provision to be held by ExCom. Exploration expenditure required in support of Strategic Options will compete with attractive opportunities that mature from the existing portfolio for funds from this flexibility.

- **Contingency $0.1 bln**
  
As a consequence of Capital Allocation, a number of projects with outstanding commitments have been ranked-out. Whilst it is expected that these commitments will be removed by the OUs, contingency is held pending confirmation. Once achieved, this will release additional funds for new opportunities that materialise.

During the course of 2001, exploration exists from Albania, Ireland, and Poland will be completed, whilst exits from Congo, Surinam, and Indonesia will be effected.

In addition, appraisal activities, amounting to $0.2 bln will also be undertaken in China, Angola, Sakhalin and the USA (EB2 wells).
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Exploration Deliverables

The 2001 OVL Base Programme (excluding any impact from the "Christian" acquisition) is expected to deliver the following:

- **Scope for Recovery (SFR)** 2.4 bin boe ($0.4/boe)
  Gas 0.9 bin boe, with key contributions from:
  - Argentina (0.2 bin boe)
  - Kazakhstan (0.2 bin boe)
  - Egypt (0.1 bin boe)

- **Oil** 1.5 bin boe, with key contributions from:
  - Kazakhstan (0.4 bin boe)
  - Brazil (0.3 bin boe)
  - SNEPCO (0.2 bin boe)
  - SPDC (0.2 bin boe)
  - Angola (0.1 bin boe)
  - USA (0.1 bin boe)

- **Proved Reserves** 0.5 bin boe ($2.2/boe)
  Key contributions are expected from:
  - USA (0.3 bin boe)
  - Brazil (0.1 bin boe)

Over the Plan period, Unit Finding Cost for SFR is expected to remain below $1.0/boe.

Efficiency of Proved Reserves additions will improve over the Plan period, as the benefits of a programme optimised by global competition for funding are realised. Proved Reserves from our new acreage additions are expected from 2001 onwards.

Addition of Proved Reserves from Sakhalin (2 bin boe in 2002), and Kazakhstan-Kashagan (0.8 bin boe, 2003-2005) offer huge potential improvements in UFC. However, each of these projects has considerable technical and commercial uncertainties which need to be overcome before reserves can be booked.

Including Sakhalin and Kazakhstan results in a UFC for Proved Reserves (3-yr rolling average) declining from $1.5/boe in 2001 to $0.8/boe in 2005. Significant regional variations in UFC are illustrated in the chart opposite.
4.2 PRODUCTION

EP production is dominated by high quality existing assets in the UK, USA, NAM, Oman, SPDC, and Brunei which produce over 50% of EP oil & gas volumes. Decline rates of 8% p.a. for oil and 5% p.a. for gas existing assets mean that average production growth forecasts of ca. 6-8% over the Plan period represent a major challenge.

EP has two critical production issues:
- Ensuring that production from existing assets is maximised
- Ensuring that new development projects are delivered on time with the expected production contribution

Excluding the effect of divestments undertaken in response to the low oil price in 1998, EP has delivered steady underlying production growth over the period 1994-2000. Whilst 2000 oil production appears to lag the target, this effect is mainly due to the effect of high oil prices on entitlement in PSCs. 2000 gas production is lagging target (1510 kboe/d) due to the effect of a warm winter, PSC effects, and commissioning problems.

- Foundation

Over the Plan period, oil production shows an average 3% growth (BP'99 Foundation 4%) with major growth areas in SPDC, SNEPCO, Iran and AOSP. Gas also shows 3% growth (BP'99 Foundation 3%) with major growth due revised accounting procedures in Oman Gisco, and in Australia and SPDC. Dependency on Nigeria for production growth in oil and gas remains, albeit with more realistic planning assumptions. The top five oil producers in 2001 are largely the same in 2005, and in gas no change at all.

- Strategic Options and “Christian”

The addition of Strategic Options and the “Christian” acquisition increases oil production growth by 3% and gas production growth by 5% with respect to the Foundation Plan. Production from Strategic Options (risked) is forecast to generate ca. 300 kb/d and 15.7 mrd Sm3/yr by 2005 (refer to Appendix A2 and Volume 0 for further details). “Christian” delivers 31 kb/d and 4.5 mrd Sm3/yr by 2005.
4. 2000 EP BUSINESS PLAN (continued)

Existing Assets

Oil Production from existing assets declines by 8% p.a. over the Plan period. Recent performance improvements in the BSP-Champion Field (+20% production) underline how existing business is being improved through RTL initiatives. In accordance with historical performance, deferment assumptions in Nigeria have been revised to 40%.

Gas Production from existing assets declines by 5% p.a. over the Plan period with de-regulation of European Gas markets resulting in revised production forecasts over the Plan period.

Production delivery of projects recently onstream has been disappointing. Subsurface, well completion, and commissioning problems have been identified as root causes. The VAR process, Capital Allocation and tighter linkage to scorecard deliverables are ensuring greater confidence of future delivery in line with current plans.

Major projects coming on stream in 2001 will contribute ca. 70 kboe/d of new production. Of post-FID projects yet to come onstream during the Plan period, five dominate - AOSP, Sorosh/Nowrooz, Brutus, Bonga, EA and delivery on these key projects is critical for the delivery of the Plan.

Short-term Oil

In response to current high oil prices, additional incremental production projects are planned, predominantly in the USA and UK. These short-term oil projects will deliver 85 kbd in 2001.

New Development Projects

Major new oil developments will be undertaken in Denmark (Halldis), USA (Nakika, Holstein) and Nigeria (Ehra). Each of these individually peak at over 40 kbd in the plan period. New gas developments in Denmark, Nigeria-SPDC, Brunei, and Australia contribute to the planned growth in gas production.

E&A Follow-up

20% of incremental oil production at the end of the Plan period is delivered by E&A follow up activity primarily from 2003 onwards.
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4.3 HYDROCARBON RESOURCES

In recent years Shell EP has achieved a proved Reserves Replacement Ratio (RRR) in excess of 100%. Our success is based on significant field revisions, and in the inclusion of non-conventional hydrocarbons.

The latest estimate of RRR for 2000 is 28% due to the effect of divestments (69% excluding divestments). The target RRR for the Plan in 2001 is 79% excluding A&D. Including A&D increases RRR to 196% with Saudi gas representing the main component within the Strategic Options.

Average RRR over the Plan period for the Foundation Plan is 93%. Inclusion of Strategic Options raises the average RRR to 122%.

Total Proved Reserves addition over the Plan period will be 10.0 bln boe, of which "Christian" contributes 0.3 bln boe.

In contrast to BP'99 which included significant Proved Reserves additions from SPDC, BP'00 assumes zero additions. Significant production growth is required before current Proved Reserves can be produced within the licence period. Without this constraint EP would achieve 100% Reserves Replacement from the Foundation Plan alone.

Key contributions to Proved Reserves from the Foundation Plan in the Plan period are expected from:

- Sakhalin: gas reserves in 2002 pending market maturation
- Kazakhstan-Kashagan: First booking of reserves expected 2002. Technical and commercial maturity of the huge discovery has yet to be demonstrated.
- USA: Exploration for large volume new plays will, if successful, provide a significant contribution.

Critical success factors and key issues are:

- Exploration: a number of potentially material new plays will be investigated through the Plan period (Brazil, Angola, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Eastern Gulf of Mexico). An objective of Global Exploration is to deliver Proved Reserves at a finding cost of < $1.5/boe.
- Maturation: Emphasis on the maturation of SFR to Reserves has been increased through the Volume-to-Value and "Realising the Limit" initiatives.
- Field Revisions: Shell EP traditional strengths in field development will be exploited to maximise Reserves additions.

4. 2000 EP BUSINESS PLAN (continued)

4.4 PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Detailed analysis of the EP portfolio is reported in an update to Volume 1 of the Business Plan and is summarised here.

Within the EP portfolio, the focus themes of Nigeria, Deepwater and MRH all grow over the Plan period. With the inclusion of significant oil opportunities in the EP Plan, Gas reduces in proportion in terms of Average Capital Employed. The desire to increase the proportion of gas in the portfolio remains and EP will be vigilant in identifying profitable gas opportunities.

Analysis of ROACE performance in 2001 by theme illustrates the requirement to maintain a balanced portfolio. With the contribution of Nigeria and MRH increasing over the Plan period, these themes provide increasing robustness against low oil price. Deepwater performance in 2001 is suppressed due to significant investments in Brazil, Angola and SNEPCO. By 2005, both Erha and Bonga will be on production and deepwater ROACE improves accordingly (16% at $14/bbl).

The absolute level of Non-income Generating Capital Employed increases from $6.3 bln at the end of 2001 to $6.7 bln at the end of 2005. However, this represents a reduction from 23% to 19% of the total Capital Employed due to the planned levels of investment.

Under-Performing Mature Assets

Some $4.5 bln of average Capital Employed relates to assets which are classified as under-performing (ROACE <15% at $14/bbl and/or ROACE <8% at $10/bbl).

- A significant number of assets classified as under-performing due to their performance at $10/bbl perform well at $14/bbl. Underlying contract terms and costs structures have been extensively reviewed for these assets, and optimised wherever possible.

- Whilst portfolio actions are under consideration for some of the remaining under-performing assets, the majority will be subject to performance improvement measures, including application of the principles of “Realising the Limit”.

![Portfolio Composition - Average Capital Employed by Theme](chart.png)
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4. 2000 EP BUSINESS PLAN (continued)

The following portfolio actions will be completed in 2000:

- USA  Divestment of Altura and CO2
- UK    Divestment of Foinaven
- UK    Divestment of Elgin/Franklin
- Canada Divestment of Plains
- Australia Divestment of Barrow/Thevenard and Bass Strait
- Kazakhstan Divestment of Temir
- Philippines Farmout of additional 10% equity in Malampaya
- Egypt  Farmout of 25% equity in Nemed
- Sakhalin Acquisition of 37.5% equity in Piltun-Lunskoye and Molikpaq

The Foundation Plan assumes the following portfolio actions:

- UK    Divestment of selected assets
- Iran   Farmout of 40% equity in Soroosh/Nowrooz
- Sakhalin Farmout of 22.5% equity in Sakhalin
- Gabon  Dilution of part of shareholding

In addition, ongoing exploration exits from Poland, Ireland and Indonesia will completed and further exits from Cote d'Ivoire, Congo and Zaire effected.

"Vineer ?
Bangla ?"
4. 2000 EP BUSINESS PLAN (continued)

4.5 VALUE BASED MANAGEMENT

Intrinsic Business Value and Intrinsic Business Return - Committed

- In EP the (ungeared) Intrinsic Business Value (IBVc) at year-end is based on the IBV of existing assets and committed (post-FID) projects. This enables us to project the growth in portfolio value (Portfolio Growth) based on additional commitments made each year as per Business Plan. The chart opposite shows this for a 10 year period reflecting the value contribution of our Strategic Options.

- IBVc at 1.1.2001 amounts to some $33.7bln of which $16.6 bln relates to our producing assets and the remainder to post-FID projects. This represents a slight decline in IBVc over 2000 of some -$0.4 bln (-1.3%) compared to the previous plan, essentially due to slippage in FIDs and production.

- In line with the decline in production from existing assets, their IBVc declines to some $8.4 bln by the end of the Plan period.

- Through the addition of new development projects and E&A follow-up the IBVc of the Foundation Plan is maintained at around $40 bln throughout the Plan period. Future growth relies on the successful securing and execution of our Strategic Options.

- Inclusion of Strategic Options delivers a growth in IBVc over the plan period of some 16% per annum and brings IBVc to some $70 bln by the end of the Plan period and is maintained at that value within the 10-year horizon.

- The Strategic Options represent a total (risked) value of some $9.8 bln as at 1.1.2001, i.e. an additional 29% to the IBVc of the Foundation Plan.

- Cash yield - Cash Surplus as a percentage of IBV at the beginning of the year - is reduced by the increased investment requirements, but still averages some 5% over the Plan period. High Cash Yield derived from high oil prices in 2000 is available for reinvestment in the Business and fuels high Portfolio Growth in 2001.

- Intrinsic Business Return (IBRc), the sum of cash yield and portfolio growth, therefore averages some 21%.
4. 2000 EP BUSINESS PLAN (continued)

Total Shareholder Value and Shareholder Return

- **Total IBV** of EP is measured on the basis of:
  - existing business and of projects for which FID has been taken (IBVe)
  - new projects planned to be committed during the first two Plan years
  - the value of pre-FID investments, taken as a fixed proportion (20%) of
    that committed value in view of its inherent greater uncertainty; this
    represents a conservative average value of pre-FID investment
  - any surplus cash on deposit in OUs and in the Net Cash Return (NCR) Bank (surplus NCR held by Group on behalf of EP).
- **Intrinsic Shareholder Value (ISV)** is Total IBV minus Interest Bearing Debt (IBD).
- The above method for determining the total value of the Plan ensures consistency of value measure between Businesses. The chart opposite shows the ISV of EP for the the period 1999 - 2002.
- Total IBV at 1.1.2001 amounts to $57.0 bln of which some $42.4 bln relates to existing business and projects committed up to end 2002 and $7.6 bln to pre-FID projects. The remainder is cash on deposit ($7.0 bln). With $3.5bln interest-bearing debt, the ISV at 1.1.2001 is $53.5 bln. This represents a growth in ISV over 2000 of some $3.3bln (6.6%) compared to the previous plan.
- Through the addition of new development projects and E&A follow-up the ISV of the Foundation Plan is maintained at some $57 bln over 2000 - 2002. Future growth relies on the successful securing and execution of our Strategic Options.
- Inclusion of Strategic Options delivers significant growth in ISV (23% over 2000 due to the positive impact of cash in the NCR bank and averaging some 15% per annum over 2000 - 2002), bringing it to $75.7 bln by end 2002.
- **NCR to Group** is assumed to be maintained at $2.4 bln per annum, resulting in a build-up surplus in the NCR bank that adds to ISV growth.
- **NCR yield** - NCR as percentage of ISV at the beginning of the year - averages some 4% over the first two Plan years.
- **Intrinsic Shareholder Return (ISR)**, the sum of NCR yield and ISV growth is 27% over 2000 and averages some 19% over 2000-2002, sufficient to meet Ground Rules (shadow) targets.
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4.6 FINANCIAL QUANTIFICATION

EP is committed to delivering financial performance in 2001/2002 in line with Ground Rules:
- ROACE at $14/bbl: 15%
  - EP has an additional aspirational target to achieve 10% ROACE at $10/bbl.
- Net Cash to Shareholder: $2.4 bln per annum
- Gearing less than 35%
- Intrinsic Shareholder Return of 10-12% at $14/bbl, comprising 7% Net Cash return and 3-5% growth in IBVc.

Investment Levels
- Exploration expenditure constant at $1.3 bln and Production Capex at $8.0 bln in 2001 and constant at $7.0 bln thereafter.

NIAT and ROACE
- At $14/bbl, ROACE increases from 14.7% in 2001 to 17.4% in 2006 (excluding Saudi Gas).
- Average Capital Employed increases from $25.7 bln in 2001 to $34.7 bln in 2005. An additional $3.9 bln of Capital Employed will be added in the event that the Saudi Gas project proceeds.
- NIAT (before minority interests) at $14/bbl grows from $3.4 bln in 2001 to $5.5 bln in 2005.

Net Cash to Shareholder
- Net Cash capacity at $14/bbl is $2.4 bln in 2001 and 2002, and increases thereafter.
- Gearing is targeted at some 14% in 2001 and 20% for later Plan years.
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4.7 OPEX AND THE EXTERNAL COST PROMISE

- Unit Opex at $14/bbl continues to decline throughout the Plan period, decreasing from $2.3/boe in 2001 to $1.8/boe in 2004 (including pension fund credits of $0.15-$0.2/boe).
- At $14/bbl, the Unit Margin has increased from $1.8/boe in 1997 to $2.2/boe in 1999, and will further increase from $2.4/boe in 2001 to $3.0/boe in 2005.

External Cost Promise
- Performance on costs saving, stimulated through rigorous Strategic Cost Leadership initiatives is encouraging. Savings in 1999 and the 2000LE are well ahead of plan. Absolute cost take-out exceeds the original 1998 estimates.
- The volume component of the Cost Promise is lagging behind as production has remained flat since 1998, although “Christian” will help to break this trend.
- With inclusion of pension fund credits and Associates, the Cost Promise will be met, notwithstanding uncontrolled production effects in SPDC.
- With a planned exploration expenditure of $1.3 bln, exploration expense is projected to be $770m (excluding Associates). On this basis saving with respect to 1998 projected expenditure is $820 mln and the exploration component of the Cost Promise is consequently met.
5. ROBUSTNESS AGAINST OIL PRICE COLLAPSE

The 2000 EP Business Plan is based on a premised oil price of $14/bbl. This page describes a possible EP reaction to a sustained period of low oil price, based on an assumed price fall from $26/bbl end-2000 to $10/bbl end-2001, such that the average price over 2001 is $18/bbl, followed by $10/bbl for the remainder of the Plan period.

The "$10 Plan" involves the following amendments to the EP Business Plan:

- **Expex**: Reduced to $0.9 bin in 2002 and $0.6 bin per annum thereafter through cancellation of discretionary activities, limited new acreage acquisitions and selected portfolio actions, resulting in reduced exploration expense. Expenditure on brownfield and greenfield maturation studies is also reduced.

- **Production Capex**: Reduced to ca. $4.8 bin per annum through deferral of major new developments, and cancellation of low-ranking activities in existing assets. Development of Sakhalin and Kashagan - OKIOC would be deferred beyond the Plan period. Expenditure on existing assets and post-FID projects will be maintained to ensure maintenance of production at current levels. By the time oil price is modelled to reach $10/bbl at end-2001, FID's will have been taken and commitments will have been made on Saudi Gas, Bangestan, Felix, Angola Block 18, Salym, and Libya, in addition to OJ Options. A sudden downturn in oil prices would trigger a deferral of the further options.

- **Production**: Reduction of Production Capex is expected to result in flat production through the Plan period. A fall in gas prices is assumed to lag the oil price fall by 6 months, resulting in benefits in the UK and USA.

- **Opex**: Renegotiation of third-party contracts and other savings initiatives expected to deliver a reduction in Unit Opex (GA) below $2.0/boe (excluding pension fund credits).

- Renegotiation of licence terms and conditions, and further portfolio actions, may result in further savings, but are not included here.

The scenario presented results in the following outcomes at $10/bbl:

- Net Cash to Shareholder targets met through increased gearing
- Gearing levels increase from 19% to 27% but remain below 35% throughout Plan period, with cash still in the NCA bank.
- Average Capital Employed increases to $31.4 bin in 2005
- ROACE falls to 9-10% throughout Plan period
- Proved Reserves Replacement reduced to 55%
6. BUSINESS FOUNDATIONS

6.1 HSE

Q1, Q2 2000 HSE results (17 fatalities to date, LTIF latest estimate 0.8) indicate the need for continued vigilance and increased focus on HSE. EP must urgently progress to the effective implementation of HSE Management Systems (HSE-MS) essential to lasting improvements in HSE performance. Key elements to drive this are:

- ISO 14001 (or equivalent) certification of the environmental component for major installations to embed the MS at the working level - the majority by end-2000 and the balance completed early 2001.
- A revised HSE audit methodology better to assess the effectiveness of the HSE-MS control framework in managing HSE risk;
- A strengthened assurance process to provide management confirmation that the MS is applied;
- Structured assessment and development of HSE competence in advisers and line staff, introducing, a.o. an HSE skills forum and e-learning;
- Approaches to drive the improvements in "safety culture" that are largely recognised as key to achieving a step change in safety performance. A set of tools that seek to reach the "hearts and minds" of the workforce are being developed and tested.
- Introduction of Group wide minimum expectations for the management of occupational and strategic health risks.
- Continued external verification of HSE performance supported by further improved quality and process of HSE data reporting.


![Safety Performance Chart]
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Progress towards meeting Group minimum environmental expectations will continue:

- Reducing the Global Warming Potential of EP emissions, initially targeting elimination of routine venting and flaring by 2003 and 2008 respectively - gas utilisation projects to harness flared gas in Nigeria are crucial. Focus on emissions reduction will be increased with introduction of carbon screening values and promotion of further participation in emissions trading (STEPS) and pursuit of Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) projects.

Global warming potential

![Global Warming Potential Chart]

- Reducing hydrocarbon spills is a priority target - improved pipeline and flowline integrity in Oman and Nigeria is key;
- Remediation of previously identified high priority contamination legacies is complete except for SPDC's Ebubu site (held by community issues), and BSP's Sungai Bera Basin (progressing to 2001 completion).
- Improving the quality, scope and timeliness of Environmental Impact Assessment with particular focus on social (including health) aspects, biodiversity and stakeholder engagement. Business processes to ensure the early notification of NGOs in sensitive areas, such as "eco-regions" with high biodiversity, will be fully implemented.

Work related Stress is recognised as a significant risk throughout the Group. A Stress Management Project in SIEP/SEPI was initiated in 2000 and reports out in Q3. Implementation of resulting action plan and opportunities for roll-out of approach and learning throughout EP are important components of 2001 HSE plans.
6. BUSINESS FOUNDATIONS (Continued)

6.2 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

In line with the EP vision to achieve and maintain an outstanding reputation for sustainable development, EP will continue the journey along the path set out in "Sustainable Development - The Way Forward for EP" issued mid-1999. Over twenty EP companies, from large, established OUs to small NVOs, have developed their own SD strategies and policies which they are implementing within the broad framework of six sustainability principles:

- Respect and safeguard people
- Engage and work with stakeholders
- Minimise impact on the environment
- Use resources efficiently
- Maximise profitability
- Maximise benefits to the community

Promulgation of success stories that illustrate the ways in which individual companies have effectively contributed to SD is crucial to progressing our commitment ever more widely into the Business. Effective communication mechanisms established during 2000 will continue to facilitate sharing of good practice between OUs/NVOs: a monthly SD Update is now received by over 100 members of the EP SD Network; EP's SD Intranet is the biggest source of SD information in the Group, providing a central location for knowledge sharing and is regularly one of the most downloaded websites; special SD features in internal publications and on Business TV are also helping to raise awareness.

Publications such as the brochure "Progressing towards SD - Shell E&P's Commitment in Action" (right) which includes examples from over 20 OUs, serve the increasing demand to show external stakeholders what our SD commitment means in practice.

Embedding SD considerations into every aspect of our Business remains a fundamental goal. In 2000, SD aspects were introduced into the capital allocation process, project evaluation and screening criteria. 2001 activities to further this aim will focus in three key areas:

- Ensuring that sustainability principles are integrated into all key business processes (both documents and decision making) to enhance ownership in OU/NVO plans.
- Identification of SD issues and opportunities early in the project cycle has been strengthened in the New Business Forum and through application of an early notification system for biodiversity (see 6.1). These aspects will be incorporated into the new business identification and maturation process during 2001.

- Measuring progress through Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

These are being developed particularly to address the quality of social performance (including social investment), and sustainability integration (a self assessment tool to test the degree of alignment of business processes with sustainability principles). These KPIs will be piloted late 2000 with a view to first reporting in 2001 (scorecard milestone). Although EP focussed, these KPIs will be aligned with Group indicators under parallel development.

6. BUSINESS FOUNDATIONS (Continued)

6.3 EXTERNAL AFFAIRS (EA)

External Affairs aims to foster a mindset in EP that efficient management of external affairs is as essential to the bottom-line success as technical, operational, financial and HSE management. It is stressed that EA management is too important to be left to EA practitioners only and that it is a Line responsibility.

OUs/NVOs will develop External Affairs plans which should be regularly updated to:
- ensure continued relevance in the face of changing circumstances
- monitor execution
- identify areas of weakness and opportunities for improvement

Stakeholder Engagement is still considered the main focus of EA management. This, however, should be seen in the context of the other areas of EA Management – Issues Identification and Management, External and Internal Communication, Social Investment and Crisis and Business Continuity Management – and EP’s Sustainable Development objectives. OUs/NVOs are expected to:
- Identify the full range of stakeholders concerned with a venture, and the specific concerns and aspirations of each in relation to it.
- Take maximum advantage of the Shell Brand in handling relationships and advancing reputation.
- Maximum alignment with its stakeholders.

To complement efforts in the OUs/NVOs, Corporate EA:
- Provides EA management framework and associated tools
- Provides, in close co-operation with SI-PX, insight on global factors that may have local relevance
- Facilitates contacts with NGOs and others potentially interested in specific OUs/NVO areas of activity.
- Provides support, including “fire-fighting” assistance in OUs and NVOs where necessary.
- Facilitates sharing of best practices throughout EP.
- Supports development of EA competence, not just for dedicated practitioners, but also for management team members needing understanding of this area.

External Affairs Action Plan:
- General
  - Achieve recognition of EA management as a key enabler for overall business success
  - Review OUs/NVO RM plans, monitor their execution and provide support in area of weakness
  - Develop measurable targets for execution
  - Ensure that EP key messages reflect current Group objectives
- Issues Identification and Management
  - Include key stakeholder identification
  - Enhance regional networking on issues
- Stakeholder Engagement
  - Assist OUs/NVOs to develop power maps (Issues vs Stakeholders)
  - Develop measurable targets
- Communication
  - Develop a structured and co-ordinated approach to external communication
  - Make more effective use of media for internal communication.
- Social Investment
  - Develop measurable targets
  - Provide guidelines on implementation based on current best practice
- Crisis and Business Continuity Management
  - Increase awareness of revised Crisis Management procedures
  - Support Crisis Management competence throughout EP and test with realistic drills
- Tools and Competence Enhancement
  - Develop an EA Management Framework for OUs and NVOs
  - Assist OUs/NVOs to get pragmatic EA organisations resourced and trained.
6. BUSINESS FOUNDATIONS (Continued)

6.4 HUMAN RESOURCES

Human Capital, linked to financial capital and technical achievement, will ensure excellent strategy creation and execution and thus ultimately delivery on our promises in the Business Plan.

HR focuses on 3 key areas:
- the provision of people and skills for the current and future business
- enabling globalisation of the business through global people processes
- building commitment of people throughout the business.

These are supported by a number of key people processes:
- resourcing of the business
- learning & development
- performance & reward
- people engagement
- senior leadership development

Execution of these processes will take place in the context of ever changing external factors and a globalising EP business.

- **Resourcing the Business**
  - Continue the development and steer the implementation of the Global staff pool and it’s associated global process to ensure global talents are utilised to their fullest extent.
  - Continue to drive global attraction and recruitment processes and activities to meet both immediate (experienced) and future (graduates) global demands for talent.
  - Implement an integrated plan to address the skills issues identified from Volume 2 returns.
  - Develop and implement a strategic resourcing and organisational design process for new ventures, ensuring optimum use of flexible deployment capability.

- **Learning & Development:**
  - Fully operationalise the Learning Management system following the successful 2000 pilot.
  - Continue to build learning partnerships, and to migrate from traditional learning modes to the EP Global Open University model.
  - Relentlessly pursue the development of a professionally excellent and globally integrated HR community.

- **Performance & Reward:**
  - Continue to drive personal accountability and performance, ensuring global reward systems encourage high performance and help strengthen people commitment.
  - Drive implementation of globally consistent competence-based progression processes, and in doing, fuel the demand for personal development.

- **People Engagement:**
  - Implement the detailed Diversity plan, designed to deliver significant improvements in EP’s diversity performance during the Plan period, and founded on the recommendations of the 2000 Diversity Value Creation Project.
  - Continue to build and re-build people commitment in order to ensure the organisational health of the business.

- **Leadership Development:**
  - To ensure the EP business has the leadership capability to capitalise on opportunities, support delivery of the EP strategy and develop future leadership talent, continue the design and delivery of leadership assessment and development programmes for leaders throughout the business.

- **HR-IT**
  - In pursuit of world-class HR processes, development of an integrated HR information system.
6. BUSINESS FOUNDATIONS (Continued)

6.5 TECHNOLOGY

Shell Technology EP Global Business Technology Strategy is best encapsulated in the vision that "The Difference is Technology" and in our aspiration to be "Too fast to follow".

Strategy
- Support Shell to be the first and the fastest up the learning curve in the application of selected technologies.
- Help Shell to be a preferred partner by being recognised in the industry as a primary shaper and mover of EP technology.
- Develop and maintain significant flexibility in approach towards the access to, development and implementation of technology.
- As part of this flexible approach, engage increasingly in commercial activities.

Strategic Goals
- Provide and support differentiating technologies that our customers use as quickly as possible.
- Complement our internal innovation process from ideas, innovation, and technology from the outside world through strategic partnerships, alliances and selective commercialisation of our products.
- Focus technology development on high value adding technologies in response to customer needs and supported by a truly collaborative global approach.
- Adopt and maintain a fit for purpose approach to for deploying and supporting technology and best practice, matching the mode of delivery to suit the capability (e.g. Deepwater Services, Realising the Limit) and for the customer (e.g. Iran Technical Service Centre, Syria Study Centre).
- Attract the best people by providing challenging development opportunities in a stimulating environment that promotes innovation.
- Gain and maintain the respect of all stakeholders in order to retain our licence to operate.
- Ensure that our technologies contribute to the current and future generations' economic, social and environmental security.

Technology Action Plan

PM 2000

Maintain spend on in-house technology development programme at the 2000 level, i.e. at $130 MM, focussing on: Drill & Produce the Limit ($30.6 Mln), Volumes to Value ($27.7 Mln), #1 Explorer ($15.8 Mln), Capital to Value ($7.1 Mln), Deepwater Leadership ($14.9 Mln), New Energy/New Limits ($10.0 Mln), Technology Access ($26.5 Mln)

- STV technology deployment: Active portfolio management to maximise value (EvVenture, e2Tech, Well Dynamics); Focused investments (Strategically build & complement portfolio positions); Cycle time reductions (More rapid deployment for new venture technology)
- Deepwater technology deployment plan: Provide best in class evaluation, planning, development and well delivery products and solutions for Shell DW OU's; Leverage SDS capabilities in support of DW portfolio actions; Increase robustness of future DW developments against low oil price threat
- Human Resources: Progress Centres of Excellence to operational phase, and identify further opportunities; Advance acceptance of the Global Staff Pool concept, provide a People & Skills plan, and represent the global resourcing interests of EP: Implement "EP Open University" and e-Learning, Leveraging organisational capabilities by maximising use of global networks and global consultants
- Implement EP-SSI plan with specific focus on implementation of Group desktop and IT infrastructures e.g. GID.
- Expand the value assurance review (VAR) process to include an "Asset Operations" review to extend assurance of best practice implementation in Major Projects.
- Increase leverage of commercially attractive technologies and to enhance Shell commercial focus via Shell Technology Investment Partnership (STIP).
- Accelerate implementation of already available technology programmes to meet OU's and Service Companies demand: Volumes to Value, Producing the Limit, Drilling the Limit, Capital to Value
- Deliver the global strategic technology implementation programme:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Under Balanced Drilling</th>
<th>Smart Wells Solutions</th>
<th>Expandable Tubulars</th>
<th>4D Reservoir Imaging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 campaigns</td>
<td>10 applications</td>
<td>40 applications</td>
<td>12 surveys</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>